Estimation of stimulus attenuation in cochlear implants.
Neural excitation profile widths at the neural level, for monopolar stimulation with Nucleus straight and contour arrays respectively, were simulated using a combined volume-conduction-neural model. The electrically evoked compound action potential profile widths at the electrode array level were calculated with a simple approximation method employing stimulus attenuation inside the cochlear duct, and the results compared to profile width data from literature. The objective of the article is to develop a simple method to estimate stimulus attenuation values by calculating the values that best fit the modelled excitation profile widths to the measured evoked compound action potential profile widths. Results indicate that the modelled excitation profile widths decrease with increasing stimulus attenuation. However, fitting of modelled excitation profile widths to measured evoked compound action potential profile widths show that different stimulus attenuation values are needed for different stimulation levels. It is suggested that the proposed simple model can provide an estimate of stimulus attenuation by calculating the value of the parameter that produces the best fit to experimental data in specific human subjects.